QIBA CT Volumetry Biomarker Ctte (BC) Call
17 October 2016 at 11 AM CT
Call Summary

In attendance:

| Gregory Goldmacher MD, PhD, MBA (Co-Chair) | Rudresh Jarecha, MBBS | Eric Perlman, MD | Joe Koudelik |
| Rick Avila, MS | James Mulshine, MD | Aria Pezeshk, PhD | Julie Lisiecki |
| Andrew Buckler, MS | Nancy Obuchowski, PhD | Marthony Robins, PhD |  |
| Heang-Ping Chan, PhD | Michael O’Connor, PhD | Ying Tang, PhD |  |
| Lubomir Hadjiiski, PhD | Kevin O’Donnell, MASc |  |  |

RSNA:

|  |  |  |  |

BC Profile Vote to Release Preparation

- The Profile review process was discussed in terms of next steps toward Consensus/Publicly Reviewed
- Authorship list has been updated and includes co-authors, contributors, and historical contributors
- CT Volumetry BC members with voting privileges will vote on Profile release prior to a formal vote by the CT Coordinating Committee
- RSNA staff to send an electronic ballot with introduction provided by Dr. Goldmacher to voting members with a Friday, October 28th deadline for response
- Voting members are asked to review the Profile, latest version posted to the QIBA wiki
- The next QIBA CT CC meeting will be held on Monday, November 7th at 11 am CT in the group’s usual time slot
- Suggested nuances between BC and CC voting will be discussed on upcoming Process Committee calls (e.g., should the document vote-to-release be brought back down to the BC level?)
- Dr. Mulshine suggested that a summary of the Profile creation process be written in laymen’s terms for a proposed future letter to the editor of Radiology or other suitable journal
  - This type of article may help to promote the beneficial use of Profiles to a wider audience, demonstrating the practical impact of quantitative imaging on precision medicine
  - Dr. Perlman outlined a similar effort that the FDG-PET Committee is following to submit a “What are QIBA Profiles” article to Radiology and promised to share additional details with CT Volumetry leadership

RSNA 2016 Poster

- Volunteers willing to help with poster design are asked to contact Dr. Siegelman: jsiegelman1@partners.org
- Mr. Avila is working on a crowd-sourcing segment for the poster
- Meet-the-Expert QIBA Poster Sessions: BC volunteers are encouraged to sign up for these lunch-time sessions to interact with RSNA Meeting attendees and garner support for the field test at the QIBA Kiosk

Action Items

- Poster for RSNA 2016 is due Monday, October 31st in print – ready PowerPoint format
- Dr. Goldmacher to draft email to BC members who have voting privileges
- RSNA staff to distribute Google form link to vote on Profile release, including link to latest revised Profile
- Dr. Jarecha and Mr. Tervé working on feasibility checklists for each ‘actor’ within the Profile

Next Call: Monday, October 24th at 11 am CT | Profile review| Next steps | Discuss Profile release plans; will need QIBA CT CC approval